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The
following article is composed of an introductory abstract of a paper completed
in 1938, and recently published
in translation
in the Transactions
of the Connecticut
of Sciences
under the editorship of Professor G. E.
Academy
(vol. 35, pp. 483-517),
and a new essay, written in 1943 and translated from the Russian manuscript
Hutchinson,
two contributions
of Yale University.
The
by Dr. George Vernadsky
together present
scientific leaders of the
the general intellectual outlook of one of the most remarkable
present century.
The
translation

of the quotation
under the frontispiece
(from a letter to Professor
I think that we
is as follows: I look forward with great optimism.
A. Petrunkevitch)
live in a transition to
undergo not only an historical, but a planetary change as well. We
the no?sphere. Cordial
greetings, W. Vernadsky.
in abstract below, that forms the main
The
feature of the earlier
table, reproduced
to many
so elementary
that appear
paper, calls attention
properties of living bodies
to go through the
that they are in danger of neglect. It is an instructive experience

table applying
apparent when

the criteria to the crystallizable
viruses,
the earlier paper was written.?Editor.

the nature

of which

was

not

THE BIOSPHERE
matter is the totality of all organisms present on the earth
LIVING at any one time. It is usually such a totality that is important,
though in dealing with the effect of man on the processes of this planet,
a single individual may be of importance. The living matter of the earth
may be regarded as the sum of the average living matter of all the
taxonomically recognizable groups. Each of these groups is said to
consist of homogeneous living matter.
Living matter exists only in the biosphere m. This includes the whole
atmospheric troposphere, the oceans, and a thin layer in the continental
regions, extending down three kilometers or more. Man tends to increase
the size of the biosphere.
The biosphere is distinguished as the domain of life, but also, and
more fundamentally, as the region where changes due to incoming radia
tion

can

Within

occur.

the biosphere, matter is markedly heterogenous and may be
as inertmatter or living matter. The inertmatter greatly
is a continual migration of
in mass or volume. There

distinguished
predominates
t The

sad

neivs

of Academician

V ernadsky' s death on January
in going to press?Editor.

6, 194-5 has

reached

1
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atoms from the inert matter to living matter and back again. All the
as the natural
objects of study in the biosphere are to be regarded
bodies of the biosphere. They may be of varying complexity, inert, liv
or lake water. The study of all
ing, or bio-inert as in the case of soil
a
to
the
has
production of a body of system
unity, leading
phenomena
atized knowledge, the corpus scientiarum, which tends to grow like a
con
snowball; this corpus includes all systematized knowledge, and is
trasted to the results of philosophy, religion, and art where truth may
be reve?led intuitively; the systematized history of these activities

belongs to the corpus.
Two concepts have been inadequately stressed in the past: (a) Pas
teur was correct in regarding the preponderance of optically active
matter
compounds as the most characteristic general property of living
and its products; this idea is of immense importance; (b) the functions
of living organisms in the energetics of the biosphere have been seriously
energy may be expressed in the velocity with
neglected. Biogeochemical
which the biosphere could be colonized by a given species. For certain
cells
bacteria, the limiting velocity of extension of a dividing chain of
would tend to
the
of
earth
to
circumference
the
whole
embrace
tending
approach the velocity of sound.
between
Bearing in mind these introductory principles, the difference
in a table,
living matter and inertmatter of the biosphere is expressed
here given in condensed form. The differences in this table are not
merely differences with regard to energetics and chemical properties. They
also involve a fundamental difference in the spacio-temporal manifesta
tions of living and inertmatter. It is suggested that the geometry appro
that appro
priate to the bodies of living organisms may be different from
to
inert bodies
priate
I

. Inert

exist only in
natural bodies
A. Living
and only as discrete bodies.
the biosphere
to arise
have never been observed
They
living bodies. Their
entry into the biosphere from cosmic space
and has never been proved.
is hypothetical
from

except

B. Discrete

other

inert forms are concentrated
but are also found much
are
crust. They
earth's

in the biosphere
in the
deeper
created

in the biosphere,
in volcanic

from below
from cosmic

space

but also

enter it

phenomena,
as meteorites and

and
dust.

II
bodies, in their cellular
nature and repro
morphology, protoplasmic
ductive capacity have a unity, which must
A. Living

be connected
with
time.

each

are extremely
bodies
natural
have no common structural or

diverse

and

genetic

connections.

Ill
differences between
A. Chemical
right
the
characterize
and
left enantiomorphs
state of physical
space occupied by living
left or right enanti
Either
organisms.
omorphs

predominate.

B. The left and right enantiomorphs
of
have the
the same chemical
compounds
same chemical properties
in inert bodies.
The numbers of dextral and sinistrai crys
are the
tals formed in an inert medium
same.

natural

their genetic connection
in the course of geological

with

other

IV
bodies are born
ones. From
time
only from pre-existing
to time new generations
arise differing
A. New

living natural

from the preceding

ones. The

rise of the
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nervous
system has increased the
r?le of living matter,
notably
geological
since the end of the Pliocene.

by the she of the latter and increases only
as the biosphere is expanded by the motion
of living matter.

B. New
inert bodies are created in the
biosphere
irrespective of the natural bodies
existed.
In general
that previously
the
same kind of natural bodies are formed by
as were
inert processes,
formed two bil

size of a living natural
body is determined by respiration, and is
of the order of 10"6 cms. The maximum
? IO4. The
size has never exceeded
range,

central

lion years

appear
matter,

kinds of inert bodies
ago. New
only under the influence of living
notably man.
V
are no

liquid or gaseous
living
bodies, though liquids and gases are pres
or solid living
ent in the mesomorphous
bodies.
Spontaneous,
largely self-regulated
movement
is characteristic of living bodies.
as in reproduction,
This may be passive
is for the
but the effect of reproduction
to be colonized,
biosphere
by a process
to the expansion
of a gas.
comparable
A. There

B. Liquid
and gaseous
inert bodies take
the form of the receptacles
in which they
are contained. Solid or mesomorphous
in
ert bodies in general show no motion pecu
liar to the body as a whole.
VI
is a continual

A. There

stream of atoms

to and from living organisms from
passing
and into the biosphere. Within
the organ
isms a vast and changing number of mole
cules are produced by processes not other

wise

B.

known

Inert natural

outside
active

in the biosphere.

bodies change only from
causes, ivith the exception of radio
materials.

VII
A. The

number

is quantitatively
the biosphere.

of living natural bodies
to the size of
related

B. The number of inert natural bodies
is defined by the general
of
properties
matter and energy, and is independent
of
the size of the planet.

VIII
of living matter
A. The mass
has re
mained
fairly constant, being determined
solar energy and the biogeo
by radiant
chemical
but ap
energy of colonization,
a
the mass
increases
towards
parently
limit, and

the process

is not yet

B. The area of manifestation
natural bodies
in the biosphere

complete.
of inert
is limited

IX

A. The

minimum

IO10, is not great.
B. The minimum size of an inert natural
body in the biosphere is determined by the
of matter and energy,
degree of dispersion
i.e., the size of the ultimate
of
particles
size is determined
physics. The maximum
by the size of the biosphere. The range is
10iO or more.
X
of living
A. The
chemical
composition
bodies is a function of their own properties.
chemical
B. The
of inert
composition
is a function of the properties
bodies
of
the medium
in which they are formed.
XI
A. The

of kinds
number
in living bodies

compounds
with the kinds of individual
probably

reaches

many

of chemical
is connected

organisms
millions.

number
B, The
of different kinds
chemical
in inert bodies
compounds
limited to a few thousands.

and

of
is

XII
A. The processes
in living matter
tend
to increase the free energy of the biosphere.
B. All

save radio-active
inert processes,
decrease
the free energy of

disintegration,
the biosphere.

XIII

are always
A. Living
natural
bodies
and except
in latent con
mesomorphous,
ditions
and O as water
predominate,
with an extremely complicated mixture of
other compounds.
The
chemical
composi
tion of any one kind of living matter,
rela
stoichiometric
though not exhibiting
is definitely
and
determined
tionships,
more constant than the isomorphous mix
tures constituting natural minerals.
B.

The

chemical
composition
of inert
to nearly
bodies may
correspond
with
chemical
pure
compounds
precise
stoichiometric
relations
between
the ele
ments.
In minerals
solid solutions
pre
dominate.
natural
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XIV
A.

ratios

evolution. The
be

may
markedly
Isotopie
in living matter.
changed by the processes
isotopie ratios do not change
in the inert natural bodies of the
markedly
the biosphere,
though outside
biosphere,
deep in the crust, such changes may occur.
B.

The

XV
A. The
bodies

vast

change

of living natural
majority
their forms in the process of

occur
B.
the

rates at which

are, however, widely
The majority
are

biosphere

of the
stable,

these changes
divergent.
inert bodies
and

so

of
lack

variety.

XVI
A. The processes of living natural
are not reversible in time.
B. All
natural

bodies

in inert
processes
physiochemical
bodies are reversible in time.

In everyday life one used to speak of man as an individual, living
and moving freely about our planet, freely building up his history. Until
recently the historians and the students of the humanities, and to a
certain extent even the biologists, consciously failed to reckon with the
natural laws of the biosphere, the only terrestrial envelope where life
can exist. Basically man cannot be separated from it; it is only now that
this indissolubility begins to appear clearly and in precise terms before
us. He is geologically connected with its material and energetic struc
ture. Actually no living organism exists on earth in a state of freedom 121.
All organisms are connected indissolubly and uninterruptedly, first of
all through nutrition and respiration, with the circumambient mat?ri?i
it they cannot exist in a natural con
and energetic medium. Outside
dition.
In our century the biosphere has acquired an entirely new meaning ;
it is being revealed as a planetary phenomenon of cosmic character.
In biogeochemistry we have to reckon with the fact that living organ
isms actually exist not on our planet alone, and not in the terrestrial
biosphere only. It seems to me that so far this has been established
beyond doubt only for all so-called "terrestrial planets," that is, for
Venus, the Earth, and Mars mi.
The thought of life as a cosmic phenomenon was alive long ago, as
science. At
evidenced by the archives of science, including Russian
the end of the seventeenth century, the Dutch scientist Christian Huy
gens (1629-1695)
put forward that problem in his last work, "Cosmo
was
which
theoros,"
published after his death. This book, upon the
in the first
initiative of Peter the Great, was twice published inRussian

quarter of the eighteenth century, under the title, "The Book of Con
i4i. In itHuygens
established the scientific
templation of the World"
somehow sharply
that "life is a cosmic phenomenon
generalization
distinct from inertmatter." I have recently called this generalization the
"Huygens principle" mi
Living matter, by weight, constitutes an insignificant part of our
this is observed in the whole course of geological
planet. Presumably,
in
other
words, this relation is geologically eternal mi. Living
time;
matter is concentrated in a thin but more or less continuous film on
the surface of land

in the troposphere,

in the forests and fields, and
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permeates the whole ocean. Its quantity is calculated to be of the order
of 0.25 per cent of the weight of the biosphere. On land it descends
under the surface in non-continuous accumulations, probably down to
an average depth of less than 3 kilometers.

THE NO?SPHERE

m

In Europe
We are approaching the climax in the Second World War.
war was resumed in 1939 after an intermission of twenty-one years;
it has lasted five years inWestern Europe, and is in its third year in our
parts, in Eastern Europe. As for the Far East, the war was resumed
there much earlier, in 1931, and is already in its twelfth year. A war
in
of such power, duration and strength is a phenomenon unparalleled
itwas
the history of mankind and of the biosphere at large.Moreover,
preceded by the First World War which, although of lesser power, has
a causal connection with the present war.
In our country that First World War
resulted in a new, historically
not
form
of
statehood,
unprecedented,
only in the realm of economics,
but likewise in that of the aspirations of nationalities. From the point
of view of the naturalist (and, I think, likewise from that of the his
torian) an historical phenomenon of such power may and should be
examined as a part of a single great terrestrial geological process, and
not merely as a historical process.
In my own scientific work the First World War was reflected in a
most decisive way. It radically changed my geological conception of the
world. It is in the atmosphere of that war that I have approached a
conception of nature, at that time forgotten and thus new for myself
and for others, a geochemical and biogeochemical conception embracing
both inert and living nature from the same point of view m. I spent
the years of the First World War
inmy uninterrupted scientific creative
so
which
I
have
far
continued
work,
steadily in the same direction.
in
for the Study of
1915, a "Commission
Twenty-eight years ago,
the Productive Forces" of our country, the so-called KEPS, was formed
at the Academy of Sciences. That commission, of which I was elected
president, played a noticeable role in the critical period of the First
World War. Entirely unexpectedly, in the midst of the war, it became
clear to the Academy of Sciences that in Tsarist Russia
there were no
precise data concerning the now so-called strategic raw materials, and
we had to collect and digest dispersed data rapidly to make up for the
lacunae in our knowledge m. Unfortunately by the time of the begin
ning of the Second World War, only the most bureaucratic part of that
commission, the so-called Council of the Productive Forces, was pre
served, and itbecame necessary to restore its other parts in a hurry.
By approaching the study of geological phenomena from a geochem
ical and biogeochemical point of view, we may comprehend the whole
of the circumambient nature in the same atomic aspect. Unconsciously
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such an approach coincides for me with what characterizes the science
of the twentieth century and distinguishes it from that of past centuries.
The twentieth century is the century of scientific atomism.
At that time, in 1917-1918, I happened to be, entirely by chance, in
the Ukraine noi, and was unable to return to Petrograd until 1921.
During all those years, wherever I resided, my thoughts were directed
toward the geochemical and biogeochemical manifestations m the circum
ambient nature, the biosphere. While observing them, I simultaneously
directed both my reading and my reflection toward this subject in an
intensive and systematic way. I expounded the conclusions arrived at
gradually, as they were formed, through lectures and reports delivered in
whatever city I happened to stay, in Ialta, Poltava, Kiev, Simferopol,
Novorossiisk, Rostov, and so on. Besides, in almost every city I stayed,
I used to read everything available
in regard to the problem in its
broadest sense. I left aside as much as I could all philosophical aspira
tions and tried to rest only on firmly established scientific and empiric
facts and generalizations,
occasionally
allowing myself to resort to
working scientific hypotheses. Instead of the concept of "life," I intro
duced that of "living matter," which nowT seems to be firmly established
in science. "Living matter" is the totality of living organisms. It is but
a scientific empirical generalization of empirically indisputable facts
known to all, observable easily and with precision. The concept of "life"
always steps outside the boundaries of the concept of "living matter"; it
enters the realm of philosophy, folklore, religion, and the arts. All that
is leftoutside the notion of "living matter."
In the course of geological time livingmatter morphologically changes
according to the laws of nature. The history of living matter expresses
itself as a slow modification of the forms of living organisms which
genetically are uninterruptedly connected among themselves from gen
eration to generation. This idea had been rising in scientific research
through the ages, until, in 1859, it received a solid foundation in the
and Wallace
great achievements of Charles Darwin
(1822
(1809-1882)
1913). It was cast in the doctrine of the evolution of species of plants
and animals, including man. The evolutionary process is a character
istic only of living matter. There are no manifestations of it in the inert
matter of our planet. In the cryptozoic era the same minerals and rocks
were being formed which are being formed now an. The only exceptions
are the bio-inert natural bodies connected in one way or another with
living

matter

1121.

structure of living matter observed
The change in the morphological
in the process of evolution unavoidably
leads to a change in its chem
ical composition am.
While the quantity of living matter is negligible in relation to the inert
and bio-inert mass of the biosphere, the biogenic rocks constitute a large
part of its mass, and go far beyond the boundaries of the biosphere.
Subject to the phenomena of metamorphism, they are converted, losing
all traces of life, into the granitic envelope, and are no longer part of
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the biosphere. The granitic envelop of the earth is the area of former
biospheres an. In Lamarck's book, "Hydrog?ologie"
(1802), containing
many remarkable ideas, living matter, as I understand it,was revealed
as the creator of the main rocks of our planet. Lamarck never
accepted
Lavoisier's
(1743-1794)
discovery. But that other great chemist, J. B.
Dumas
(1800-1884), Lamarck's younger contemporary, who did accept
Lavoisier's
discovery, and who intensively studied the chemistry of
living matter, likewise adhered for a long time to the notion of the
quantitative
importance of living matter in the structure of the rocks
of the biosphere.
The younger contemporaries of Darwin, J. D. Dana
and
(1813-1895)
both great American geologists (and Dana
J. Le Conte
(1823-1901),
a mineralogist and biologist as well)
expounded, even prior to 1859,
the empirical generalization that the evolution of living matter is pro
ceeding in a definite direction. -This phenomenon was called by Dana
and by Le Conte the "psychozoic
era." Dana,
like
"cephalization,"
Darwin, adopted this idea at the time of his journey around the world,
return to London,
which he started in 1838, two years after Darwin's
and which lasted until 1842 ris:.
Empiric notions of a definite direction of the evolutionary process,
without, however, any attempt theoretically to ground them, go deeper
into the eighteenth century. Buffon (1707-1788)
spoke of the "realm
idea of
of man," because of the geological importance of man. The
evolution was alien to him. It was likewise alien to Agassiz
(1807-1873),
lived
who introduced the idea of the glacial period into science. Agassiz
in a period of an impetuous blossoming of geology. He admitted that
geologically the realm of man had come, but, because of his theological
tenets, opposed the theory of evolution. Le Conte points out that Dana,
formerly having a point of view close to that of Agassiz, in the last years
of his life accepted the idea of evolution in its then usual Darwinian
interpretation rie:.The difference between Le Conte's "psychozoic era"
It is to be regretted that,
thus disappeared.
and Dana's
"cephalization"
still
especially in our country, this important empirical generalization
remains outside the horizon of our biologists.
The soundness of Dana's
principle, which happens to be outside the
horizon of our palaeontologists, may easily be verified by anyone willing
to do so on the basis of any modern treatise on palaeontology. The
principle not only embraces the whole animal kingdom, but likewise
reveals itself clearly in individual types of animals. Dana
pointed out
that in the course of geological time, at least two billion years and
probably much more, there occurs an irregular process of growth and
perfection of the central nervous system, beginning with the crust?cea
the molluscs
used to establish his principle),
(whose study Dana
and ending with man. It is this phenomenon that he
(cephalopoda),
called cephalization. The brain, which has once achieved a certain level
in the process of evolution, is not subject to retrogression, but only can
progress

further.
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Proceeding from the notion of the geological r?le of man, the geol
in the last years of his life used to
(1854?1929)
ogist A. P. Pavlov
we now live.While he did not
era
of
in
the
which
speak
anthropogenic
take into the account the possibility of the destruction of spiritual and
material values we now witness in the barbaric invasion of the Germans
and their allies, slightly more than ten years after his death, he rightly
emphasized that man, under our very eyes, is becoming a mighty and
ever-growing geological force. This geological force was formed quite
imperceptibly over a long period of time. A change inman's position on
our planet (his material position first of all) coincided with it. In the
twentieth century, man, for the first time in the history of the earth,
knew and embraced the whole biosphere, completed the geographic
map of the planet Earth, and colonized its whole surface. Mankind
became a single totality in the lije of the earth. There
is no spot on
earth where man can not live if he so desires. Our people's sojourn on
the floating ice of the North Pole in 1937-1938 has proved this clearly.
At the same time, owing to the migthy techniques and successes of
scientific thought, radio and television, man is able to speak instantly
to anyone he wishes at any point on our planet. Transportation by air
has reached a speed of several hundred kilometers per hour, and has
not reached its maximum. All this is the result of "cephalization,"
the
growth of man's brain and the work directed by his brain.
The economist, L. Brentano,
illuminated the planetary significance
of this phenomenon with the following striking computation: if a square
meter was assigned to each man, and if all men were put close to one
another, they would not occupy the area of even the small Lake of
Constance
between the borders of Bavaria
and Switzerland. The re
mainder of the earth's surface would remain empty of man. Thus the
whole of mankind put together represents an insignificant mass of the
planet's matter. Its strength is derived not from itsmatter, but from its
brain. If man understands this, and does not use his brain and his work
for self-destruction, an immense future is open before him in the geo
logical history of the biosphere.
The geological evolutionary process shows the biological unity and
equality of all men, Homo sapiens and his ancestors, Sinanthropus and
others; their progeny in the mixed white, red, yellow, and black races
in innumerable generations cm This
evolves ceaselessly
is a law of
nature. In a historical contest, as for instance in a war of such magni
tude as the present one, he finally wins who follows that law. One can
not oppose with impunity the principle of the unity of all men as a law
of nature. I use here the phrase "law of nature" as this term is used
more and more in the physical and chemical sciences, in the sense of an
empirical generalization established with precision.
The historical process is being radically changed under our very
eyes. For the first time in the history of mankind the interests of the
masses on the one hand, and the free
thought of individuals on the other,
determine the course of life of mankind and provide standards formen's
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taken as a whole is becoming a mighty geo
ideas of justice. Mankind
arises
the problem of the reconstruction of the
There
force.
logical
in
the
interests
of freely thinking humanity as a single totality.
biosphere
This new state of the biosphere, which we approach without our noticing

it, is the no?sphere.
In my lecture at the Sorbonne in Paris in 1922-23, I accepted bio
as the basis of the biosphere. The contents
geochemical phenomena
of part of these lectures were published in my book, "Studies in Geo
chemistry," which appeared first in French, in 1924, and then in a Rus
Le Roy, a
sian translation, in 1927 as:. The French mathematician
foundation of the
Bergsonian philosopher, accepted the biogeochemical
biosphere as a starting point, and in his lectures at the Coll?ge de France
in Paris, introduced in 1927 the concept of the no?sphere as the stage
am. He empha
through which the biosphere is now passing geologically
sized that he arrived at such a notion in collaboration with his friend
Teilhard de Chardin, a great geologist and palaeontologist, now working

inChina.
The no?sphere is a newr geological phenomenon on our planet. In it
for the first time man becomes a large-scale geological force. He can and
must rebuild the province of his life by his work and thought, rebuild
it radically in comparison with the past. Wider and wider creative pos
sibilities open before him. It may be that the generation of our grand
children will approach their blossoming.
Here a new riddle has arisen before us. Thought is not a form of

energy. How then can it change material processes? That question has
not as yet been solved. As far as I know, itwas first posed by an Ameri
and biophysicist Alfred
can scientist born in Lvov, the mathematician
not
Lotka C203.
But he was unable to solve it.As Goethe
(1740-1832),
as
once
a
a
scientist
but
great
rightly remarked, in
great poet
well,
only
science we only can know how something occurred, but we cannot know
why it occurred.
As for the coming of the no?sphere, we see around us at every step
the empirical results of that "incomprehensible"
process. That min
now
is
native
iron,
being produced by the billions of
eralogical rarity,
never
before existed on our planet, is
tons. Native
which
aluminum,
now produced
in any quantity. The same is true with regard to the
countless number of artificial chemical combinations (biogenic "cultural"
minerals)
newly created on our planet. The number of such artificial
is constantly increasing. All of the strategic raw materials
minerals
our planet, the biosphere, is being
belong here. Chemically, the face of
and even more so, unconsciously.
man,
consciously,
by
changed
sharply
The aerial envelope of the land as well as all its natural waters are
man. In the twentieth cen
changed both physically and chemically by
a
human
as
of
of
the growth
result
civilization, the seas and the
tury,
to
oceans
become
shore
closest
of
the
changed more and more
parts
markedly.

Man

now

for future generations

must

take

more

and

more

the wealth of the seas which

measures

to

preserve

so far have belonged
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to nobody. Besides
this, new species and races of animals and plants
are being created by man. Fairy tale dreams appear
possible in the
future: man is striving to emerge beyond the boundaries of his planet
into cosmic space. And he probably will do so.
At present we cannot afford not to realize that, in the great historical
tragedy through which we live, we have elementally chosen the right
path leading into the no?sphere. I say elementally, as the whole history
of mankind is proceeding in this direction. The historians and political
leaders only begin to approach a comprehension of the phenomena of
nature from this point of view. The approach of Winston Churchill
to the problem, from the angle of a historian and political
(1932)
leader, is very interesting viu.
The no?sphere
is the last of many stages in the evolution of the
in
biosphere
geological history. The course of this evolution only begins
to become clear to us through a study of some of the aspects of the
biosphere's geological past. Let me cite a few examples. Five hundred
million years ago, in the Cambrian geological era, skeletal formations
of animals, rich in calcium, appeared for the first time in the biosphere;
those of plants appeared over two billion years ago. That calcium func
tion of living matter, now powerfully developed, was one of the most
important evolutionary factors in the geological change of the bio
sphere [22:.A no less important change in the biosphere occurred from
seventy to one hundred and ten million years ago, at the time of the
Cretaceous
system, and especially during the Tertiary. It was in this
our
that
green forests, which we cherish so much, were formed
epoch
for the first time. This is another great evolutionary stadium, analogous
to the no?sphere. It was probably in these forests that man appeared,
around fifteen or twenty million years ago.
Now we live in the period of a new geological evolutionary change
in the biosphere. We are entering the no?sphere. This new elemental
geological process is taking place at a stormy time, in the epoch of a
destructive world war. But the important fact is that our democratic
ideals are in tune with the elemental geological processes, with the laws
of nature, and with the no?sphere. Therefore we may face the future
with confidence. It is in our hands. We will not let itgo.
Borovoe,

July 22/Moscow.

December

15, 1943.
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